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ABSTRACT
We are witnessing the emergence of ubiquitous learning, where
each device (smartphones, wearables, IoTs, etc) can learn from their
environments either alone or collaboratively. Such a new para-
digm is enabled by deep learning techniques, or more specifically,
on-device training. Given its popularity in the machine learning
community, unfortunately, there are no systematic understandings
of a critical question: how much cost does it take to train typical
deep models on commodity end devices? Therefore, this work per-
forms comprehensive measurements of on-device training with the
state-of-the-art training library, 6 mobile phones, and 5 classical
neural networks. Our measurements report metrics of training time,
energy consumption, memory footprint, hardware utilization, and
thermal dynamics, thus help reveal a complete landscape of the
on-device training performance. The observations from the mea-
surements help guide us to several promising future directions to
efficiently enable ubiquitous learning.

CCS CONCEPTS
•General and reference→Measurement; •Computingmethod-
ologies →Machine learning; • Human-centered computing
→ Ubiquitous computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deep learning technique is revolutionizing how edge devices inter-
act with users or the world, including smartphones and IoT devices.
Fueled by the increasingly powerful on-chip processors, the infer-
ence (or prediction) stage of deep learning is known to happen on
edge devices without cloud offloading, making a case for low delay
and data privacy protection [17, 18, 20–22]. Beyond inference, the
training stage of deep learning is still commonly placed on data
centers [8, 24] for its tremendous demand of massive training data
and computing resources.

In recent years, however, we are witnessing the emergence of
a new paradigm that directly leverages edge devices for model
training, referred as “ubiquitous learning”. Use cases of ubiquitous
learning abound: input method [1], virtual assistant [2], item rec-
ommendation [13], etc. While the learning protocols may diversify,
e.g., federated learning [12], split learning [15], and local transfer
learning [19], they all rely on a fundamental system component: on-
device training library. Given the highly constrained resources on
edge devices and the huge resource demand of deep learning train-
ing stage, it’s intuitive to ask whether edge devices can really afford
training modern NN models and if so, do current libraries efficiently
support that?

While ubiquitous learning is attracting increasing attentions
from research communities, most existing efforts focus on the al-
gorithm level [11]. They address the challenges like non-iid data
distribution, huge data transmission among cloud and devices, and
data privacy protection. Their proposed approaches are mostly
evaluated via simulation [23]. A few recent studies use Raspberry
Pi (RPI) devices to study ubiquitous learning [7], but often in an
incomprehensive way and omit smartphones, the killer use case
for ubiquitous learning. In a nutshell, there’s a lack of system-
level understanding of how ubiquitous learning is supported
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Testing
platform

Training
library

Training time (ms)
BS = 1 BS=2 BS=4

Samsung
Note 10

MNN 516 812 1365
DL4J 3,032 6,129 OOM

RPI 3B+
MNN 6698 10,651 OOM
TensorFlow 10,468 14,157 27,574
PyTorch 48,274 79,097 OOM

Table 1: A brief comparison of training libraries on edge
devices. Time measured as training one batch of MobileNet-
v2. “BS”: batchsize. All experiments run on CPU.

by commodity edge devices and state-of-the-art training li-
braries.

For the first time, we present a comprehensive measurement
study of on-device training performance. We build a full-fledged
benchmark suite based on MNN [10], the state-of-the-art training
library for edge devices. The benchmark includes 5 classical NN
models, and can report all-sided training performance metrics in-
cluding training latency, energy consumption, memory footprint,
hardware utilization, and thermal dynamics. We then carry out
experiments on 6 different Android devices. We also investigate the
impacts of system parameters (CPU cores and frequency) on the
training performance.

Our experimental results shed light on future optimizations to
efficiently enable ubiquitous learning. For example, we find that
MNN is still at a preliminary stage and its implementation is far from
being efficient as compared to its inference functionality that has
been optimized for many years. The memory constraint imposed
by both the physical RAM and OS’s resource allocation strategies
severely limits the batchsize of training and therefore potentially
hurt the convergence performance. In addition, tuning the system
parameters opens rich tradeoff among multiple on-device training
metrics. The training libraries should adapt those parameters to
cater for each concrete scenario.

Open source The full benchmark suite and measurement results
used in this work are available here1.

2 MEASUREMENTS
2.1 Experiment setups
On-device training library We first investigate the ML libraries
that support training on typical edge platforms. (1) On Android
phones2, only MNN [10] and DL4J [3] have off-the-shelf support
to train NNs locally. (2) On RPI devices, MNN and many other
traditional ML libraries (e.g., TensorFlow and PyTorch) enable local
training. To study the status quo of on-device training, we first
briefly compare the performance of those frameworks. As shown
in Table 1, on both Android phone and RPI, MNN achieves better
performance than its competitors. It is not surprising as MNN is
lightweight, highly-optimized for edge devices, and already widely

1https://github.com/UbiquitousLearning/Benchmark-On-Device-Training
2There are other libraries like CoreML supporting NN training on iOS devices, but
they are omitted in this study since iOS devices are difficult to be instrumented to
obtain low-level measurement results.

Device Specifications Yr.
Redmi Note 9 Pro Snapdragon 720G, 6GB RAM 2020
Xiaomi MI 9 Snapdragon 855, 6GB RAM 2019
Huawei Mate 30 Kirin 990, 8GB RAM 2019
Meizu 16T Snapdragon 855, 6GB RAM 2019
Samsung S8+ Snapdragon 835, 6GB RAM 2017
Huawei Honor 8 Kirin 950, 3GB RAM 2016

Table 2: Testing devices.

adopted in popular productions of Alibaba Inc. Therefore, the rest
of this study focuses MNN as the major testing objective.

Metrics The processing time (for both inference and training) is
directly logged in our benchmark suit. The temperature informa-
tion is obtained through dumpsys tool. Other system information,
including hardware utilization CPU, energy consumption, andmem-
ory footprint are obtained through Android’s virtual filesystem (e.g.,
/sys and /proc).

DevicesWe carry out our experiments on 6 devices with diverse
SoC models and computing capacity, as summarized in Table 2.
By default, all experiments run on mobile CPU with 4 cores. We
observe that the training tasks will always be scheduled to the big
cores that operate at highest frequency as determined the OS.

Models We test 5 classical CNN models in our experiments:
LeNet (2 convs, 3.2K parameters), AlexNet (5 convs, 61M param-
eters), MobileNetv2 (53 convs, 3.4M parameters), SqueezeNet (18
convs, 411.2K parameters), and GoogLeNet (22 convs, 6.8M param-
eters).

Datasets We use two different datasets for the experiments:
MNIST dataset (70000 images, 10 classes, 28 × 28 × 1 inputsize)
and a subset of ImageNet (3200 images, 4 classes, 224 × 224 × 3
inputSize).

2.2 Training time and breakdown
Overall latency Figure 1 illustrates the inference and training
time of each model on Meizu 16T. Our primary observation is
that the training time is much larger than the inference time (up to
17.8× gap with MobileNet and batchsize 16). Such a measured gap is
significantly larger than the theoretical FLOPs gap (around 3×). This
is because, MNN was first released as an inference-only engine and
thus highly optimized for that. The training support was first added
in late 2019, and the implementation of many operators is to be
improved. Indeed, due to its huge number of operators and dynamic
parameter update, training functionality is muchmore difficult to be
efficiently implemented than inference functionality. For example,
many sophisticated optimizations designed for inference operators
like winograd convolution cannot be applied to deconvolution in
backward pass. In addition, the one-shot pre-processing of weight
tensors for inference speedup cannot be used in training either as
the weights will be updated during backward propagation.

We also observe that with larger batchsize, the training time
increases more significantly than the inference time. This is mainly
because, as confirmed by Figure 2, the CPU usage during training
is already close to maximal with relatively small batchsize (400%
as 4 CPU cores are used by default), while during inference using

https://github.com/UbiquitousLearning/Benchmark-On-Device-Training
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Figure 1: The training and inference time with various batchsize on Meizu 16T. “nC”: number of CPU cores used for train-
ing/inference. The training task is scheduled to big cores first by the OS.
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Figure 2: CPU usage of training/inference on MI 9.

larger batchsize can noticeably increase the CPU usage thus the
inference latency increases sublinearly.

CPU core number MNN allows developers to configure the
number of CPU cores to be used. Figure 1 also illustrates the train-
ing time with different core numbers used (1, 4, and 8). Our main
observation is that multiple cores can often speed up the training as
compared to one single core. The only exception is on LeNet with
small batchsize (≤16) where using only one core exhibits the best
performance. This is because LeNet is a tiny model that can hardly
benefit from multi-core parallelism. On the other hand, more CPU
cores don’t always bring improvements. In fact, distributing the
training into all 8 CPU cores often leads to the highest training
time. This is mainly because mobile CPU cores are asymmetric,
i.e., big.LITTLE architecture, and MNN’s workloads partitioning
strategies is imperfect [16]. The observation is consistent with infer-
ence stage, where we observe that 4 CPU cores achieve the lowest
latency in most cases.

Cross-device comparison Figure 3 further compares the train-
ing time on different devices. Overall, the performance disparity
across devices is pervasive and can be up to 4.0× (MobilenetV2
model among Meizu 16T and Samsung S8+). For collaborative learn-
ing across mobile devices like federated learning, such heteroge-
neous computing capacity needs to be considered to better synchro-
nize the training pace. Interestingly, we also observe that different
devices have distinct “model affinity”. For example, SqueezeNet

trains fastest on Meizu 16T while AlexNet trains fastest on Huawei
Mate 30.

Latency breakdown We further break down the end-to-end
training time into the lowest operator level. The results are sum-
marized in Figure 4. Raster and MatMul are the two most time-
consuming operators. In MNN, Raster operator is a unified imple-
mentation of all traditional operators that are related to tensor shape
transformations, including slice, concat, reshape, broadcast,
etc. For example, the convolution operation in MNN is implemented
with 3 Raster (two to convert input and filters, one to convert out-
put) and 1 MatMul. After communicating with the developers of
MNN, we find that the reason MNN doesn’t implement those oper-
ators individually is mainly because using one operator (Raster) to
represent those similar operations can help them focus on optimiz-
ing that particular operator and thus greatly reduce the developers’
efforts. However, such a simplified design inevitably sacrifices the
running performance of operators.

2.3 Memory footprint
NN training is known to be memory hungry. Figure 5 shows the
memory footprint of each tested model with diverse batchsizes on
Mate 30. As observed, with a typical batchsize 16, the memory usage
of the tested models (except LeNet) is about a few GBs. For those
models, 16–64 is the maximal batchsize that a high-end mobile
phone (e.g., MI 9 with 6GB RAM) can support. This is much more
than thememory requirement of inference stage (e.g., a few hundred
MBs for MobileNet) because, during inference, the input is usually
fed into model one by one and the intermediate tensors don’t need
to be preserved for backward propagation.

Noting that our experiments are carried out in a “clean” environ-
ment without other co-running applications. In practice, however,
requesting such a high amount of memory may cause other applica-
tions to be swapped out, or raises the risk of the training app itself
to be moved out of memory by the OS. Therefore the memory usage
of on-device training task shall be more strictly confined, indicating
that an even smaller batchsize can be eventually employed, e.g., 4
for MobileNet to keep the memory usage under 1GB. Such a small
batchsize has been demonstrated to be not enough to guarantee the
model convergence [14]. For example, our micro experiments show
that using batchsize smaller than 128 will cause significant accuracy
drop of MobileNet-v2 and SqueezeNet on CIFAR-100 datasets.
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Figure 6: Per-batch and per-sample energy consumption of
training on Redmi Note 9 Pro.

2.4 Energy consumption
Figure 6 summarizes the energy consumption per batch (a) and per
sample (b) with different models and batchsizes. In this experiment,
we run each model for 20 batches and subtract the energy con-
sumption during that running period by the baseline energy when
no training task is running. The increased output power during
training is multiplied by the duration of training to calculate the
energy consumption.

As observed, the per-batch energy consumption significantly
increases with larger batchsize mainly because of the increased
training time. However, the per-sample energy consumption de-
creases with larger batchsize (e.g., from 1 to 16 for GoogLeNet). This
is because the training time doesn’t linearly scale with the batchsize
since larger batchsize benefits the intra-operator parallelism (§2.2).
It indicates that to iterate over a local dataset, using larger batchsize
can be more energy-efficient.

2.5 Impacts of CPU parameters
We then study how system configurations (CPU in our case) af-
fect the training performance. We vary the CPU core numbers
(1×/2×/4× big cores, 1×/2×/4× small cores, or 8 hybrid cores) and
the frequency for each core (highest, medium, lowest) on Meizu
16T with Snapdragon 855 (4 big cores + 4 small cores). The results
are summarized in Table 3.

Time (s) Energy (J)CPU Conf. H M L H M L
1× 4.2 5.4 10.8 10.6 8.0 6.9

Big 2× 2.6 3.2 6.4 8.9 7.7 7.0
4× 2.0 3.3 8.4 7.1 8.7 8.2
1× 25.0 33.9 57.8 10.4 7.2 3.1

Small 2× 13.3 18.0 31.8 10.1 8.4 4.8
4× 8.0 11.0 52.3 11.4 9.6 8.2

Hybrid 8× 3.8 6.5 50.4 13.4 13.9 14.4
Table 3: Training performance with different CPU configura-
tions on Meizu 16T. “H”: highest frequency (2.4GHz/1.8GHz
for big/little core); “M”: medium frequency (1.6GHz/1.2GHz
for big/small core); “L”: lowest frequency (0.7GHz/0.6GHz
for big/little core). Model: Alexnet. Batchsize: 16. Numbers
in red/gray indicate the best/worst performance.

For training time, using 4 big cores with the highest frequency
achieves the best performance. The result is consistent with Figure 1
and the reasons are explained in Section 2.2. In consideration of
energy consumption, however, using only one small core with
the lowest CPU frequency leads to the lowest usage. Its energy
consumption is only 43.7% of the optimal case of training time,
despite it runs 28.9× slower.

The observation indicates a large space of tradeoff between train-
ing time and energy consumption. In reality, both metrics play key
roles in ubiquitous learning. Taking federated learning as an ex-
ample, developers expect the on-device training to be completed
shortly therefore the global model converges fast. Meanwhile, the
energy consumption shall be minimized to not compromise user
experience. Considering the hardware heterogeneity across devices
and dynamics of network bandwidth, it’s nontrivial to choose an
appropriate system configuration for each device.

2.6 Thermal dynamics
To reach a usable accuracy, the training phase often takes a substan-
tial period of time, e.g., minutes for each round of federated learn-
ing [4] or even hours for continuous local transfer learning [19].
Such a long duration of intensive computation may lead to thermal
issues and therefore the CPU frequency change due to dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) even without any other ap-
plications running. Thus we investigate into the thermal dynamics
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Figure 7: The temperature and CPU frequency dynamics
during on-device training.
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and their impacts on the CPU frequency (averaged across all 4 used
cores) on two devices and illustrate the results in Figure 7.

On both tested devices, we observe the temperature rising and
the CPU underclocking. Though, the specific behavior differs on
different devices. For instance, on Meizu 16T the device tempera-
ture rises more sharply from 25°C to 39°C in 10 minutes, and the
average CPU frequency gradually drops from 2.5GHz to 1.8GHz.
On Samsung S8+, it takes around 30 minutes of training to raise the
temperature from 20°C to 32°C, while the CPU frequency jitters for
a while and stabilizes around 1.8GHz. Such heterogeneous thermal
dynamics may complicate the ubiquitous learning process, e.g., the
device selection in federated learning.

2.7 Mobile CPU vs. Mobile GPU
We also study the training performance of MNN on mobile GPUs.
Since MNN’s GPU support for training is not complete, we man-
ually add support for several missing operators like onehot. As
summarized in Figure 8, both Mali (Huawei Mate 30) and Adreno
(Redmi Note 9P) run much slower than CPU (1.8×–12.0×).

According to our experience in tuning operators for on-GPU
training, one of the primary unique challenges is batchsize, a new
variable introduced in training that affects the tensor shape and
thus a lot of other aspects at implementation level such as memory
layout and alignment. For inference engines like tflite, however,
the most common use case is batchsize as 1, and a larger batchsize
can be simply regarded as a sequence of single samples aggregated.
Therefore, almost every inference engine is specifically tuned for
that case, markedly simplfying the development of GPU kernels.

Another reason is that, as discussed in Section 2.2, MNN splits
common operators into smaller, more basic operators. Many of
those basic operators like Raster are memory-intensive, so cannot
benefit from high parallelism of GPUs.

3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, we perform first-of-its-kind measurements of on-
device training performance on commodity smartphones. The re-
sults lead us to several interesting findings, emphasizing that we
are at the dawn of “learning everywhere and anytime”. It calls for
more research efforts, in both theory and system aspects, to enable
such ubiquitous learning paradigm. Here we highlight some of the
promising future directions.
•Generating efficient operatorsWhile being the state-of-the-art
training library for edge devices, our experiments show that MNN’s
performance is still far from optima (Section 2.2 and Section 2.7).
The reason is that tunning the operators is both difficult and time-
consuming even for ML experts due to the variable batchsize and
the asymmetric multiprocessing feature on mobile SoCs. Since the
early release of TensorFlow Lite in 2017, we have witnessed the
emergence and continuously improved performance of (new) in-
ference engines for mobile CPU, GPU, DSP, and even NPUs. As
comparison, on-device training libraries like MNN are still at very
preliminary stage from the perspective of the open-sourced soft-
ware ecosystem. One potential solution to speed up or even skip
the labor-intensive tuning of NN operators is to leverage automatic
tensor compiler [5] to generate efficient operators for training.
• Memory optimizations The results in Section 2.3 show that,
constrained by the physical RAM and the memory allocation strate-
gies of OS, current mobile devices only allow a small batchsize
in training typical CNN models. Such a limitation may harm the
convergence performance (both accuracy and wall clock time).
Therefore, memory optimizations are needed to enable training
on large-enough batchsize. We may retrofit existing techniques in-
vented for datacenter GPUsmemory, e.g., memory swapping [9] and
checkpointing [6]. Those techniques, however, cannot be directly
applied as mobile SoCs have different architecture than datacenter-
scale GPUs (e.g., integrated memory for heterogeneous processors),
and they may impose high computation overhead mobile devices
cannot afford.
• Tuning system parameters As shown in Section 2.5, system
parameters like CPU cores and frequency opens rich tradeoffs for
on-device training performance, i.e., training time and energy con-
sumption. Both of these metrics play key role in designing an effi-
cient ubiquitous learning protocol. For example, in federated learn-
ing, many devices equipped with heterogeneous processors may
leverage different CPU frequencies to keep a synchronized pace
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while reduce the overall energy consumption. Choosing the opti-
mal configuration is challenging, as our experiments show that it
depends on model strucutre, batchsize, hardware specification and
status, etc.
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